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Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter from Miami Dade College Medical Campus
The first U.S. case of covid-19 was January 20, 2020. March 11, 2020, the WHO declared the
outbreak a pandemic. The covid-19 virus has sickened over 80 million people worldwide and killed
at least 1.7 million people worldwide (Taylor, 2021). This virus changed the lives of many. Students
were forced to learn from home and isolate from friends and family. This virus has killed a lot of
people and left survivors with lifetime scars. Thank God, there are now three approved vaccines
developed to combat this deadly virus.
Coming back on campus after being restricted to remote learning for a few months, we the
nursing student officers and members were eager to do something to address the pandemic, so we
decided to sign up for a covid-19 vaccine event. We spoke with our advisor, Dr. Mitchell-Levy who
could be the nursing faculty lead for this event and she agreed to go. On July 20, 2021, we signed up
for a covid-19 vaccine event at Jessie Trice Health Center in Miami Gardens, Florida. When we got
there, we all had to be tested for covid-19 and we had to read information given to us about the three
vaccines, so that we would be informed and prepared to answer patient questions and concerns. The
nurse at the clinic showed us how to prepare and administer the vaccine. We were then allowed to
give two vaccines each to patients that signed up for the event. Our advisor and professor, as well as
the nurse were there to support and guide us every step of the way. The event was a success and we
plan to sign up for future covid-19 vaccine events and encourage all that are eligible to take this
vaccine to help control this virus and save lives.
Reference: Taylor, D.B. (2021). A timeline of the coronavirus pandemic.
Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/article/coronavirus-timeline.html
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The Reach
Here's how the REACH Rewards program works.

Enrollment is automatic.
•Achieve or exceed a 15 percent membership acceptance rate.
•Rewards are based on the calendar year.

•Rewards are calculated using:
•Number of new members
•Acceptance rate for the chapter
•Enrollment totals for the institution
•Rewards earned are based on a chapter’s size.
•Rewards are based on the calendar year & awarded the following spring.

The Rewards
The REACH Rewards program delivers free graduation stoles and more!
•Free Phi Theta Kappa graduation stoles

•More students experiencing Phi Theta Kappa benefits
•Receiving scholarships
•Learning leadership
•Cultivating essential soft skills
•Realizing opportunities they never imagined
•More members engaged in chapter programs
•More members for leadership positions

•Improved college graduation rates

Beta Alpha Iota Chapter from Miami Dade College Homestead Campus
Beta Alpha Iota’s College Project Explores Students’ Views on Learning Modalities
By Edgar Casiano, VP Finance for Beta Alpha Iota, submitted 9/1/2021

The Beta Alpha Iota chapter of Miami Dade College in Homestead, Florida recently dedicated
its focus and resources to assisting our campus administration learn how our students are adapting to
new circumstances that came to light during the COVID-19 pandemic. Like many other schools
nationwide, the ambiguous nature of our collective situation made many of our fellow students, and
campus officials alike, wonder what the best way to proceed operations was, while also maintaining
an exceptional learning environment for everyone involved.
Since COVID, many face-to-face classes at our campus moved to an online learning modality,
just like many other colleges. In planning for the future, our campus president asked us to explore
how students felt about online versus face-to-face learning, and more. We decided that a survey
would be a very effective way to make the voices of the student body heard, while also providing
analytical data to campus administration to help them make the best decisions moving forward.
Working in partnership with our campus president, Dr. Oscar Loynaz, our College Project
sought to discuss the best possible options for gathering student opinions and other intelligence. After
a careful, and meticulous process, we crafted a survey to learn about how students feel about the
situation as a whole, as well as their learning preferences. To support our efforts, campus
administration sent out our survey digitally to all students at our campus.
From the initial 149 responses, we learned, among other things, that learning modality
preferences among students are nearly split between in-person and completely remote. Additionally,
while the majority of students managed to either maintain or improve their grades, roughly 22% of
students saw a decline in their academic performance since the start of the pandemic. We also found
that while almost half responded that they would like to return to on-campus learning, about 38%
said they prefer to keep classes remote.
To further explore the reasons why students responded as they did, we held a focus group with
some of the participants and plan to hold a second focus group meeting soon to go into greater detail.
In all, we hope that our College Project makes a positive impact by helping to provide data to
our campus administration that helps
them to make important decisions
while bringing awareness to how
students feel about their academic
careers during the pandemic.
Photo caption:
Beta Alpha Iota officers and advisors
met with campus administration to
create the campus-wide student survey.

Beta Kappa Iota Chapter from Miami Dade College Eduardo J. Pedrón Campus
The Beta Kappa Iota chapter hopes to foster a safe and healthy learning environment for the
students, staff, and community of the Eduardo J. Padron Campus. Moreover, the Beta Kappa Iota
Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa decided to devise a college project that improved the Eduardo J. Padron
Campus environment. We attempt to assure the tranquility and well-being of the staff, students, and
others who utilize the campus facilities. Due to the rise of COVID-19 cases, our campus and chapter
have been worried about reopening the campus to entirely in-person classes. However, to provide an
adequate prevention strategy, the Chapter decided to collaborate with Miami Dade College in
promoting their college project. The Beta Kappa Iota's college project arranged for members to
distribute welcome bags on August 23 and August 26 to the campus president, staff, and others.
Moreover, these welcome bags included sanitation wipes, hand sanitizer, masks, gloves, door signs,
and posters that raised awareness for COVID-19 and warranted the use of masks. Additionally, this
chapter provided sanitation stations throughout the campus.
Furthermore, this chapter coordinated a date for comprehensive campus vaccinations with
Miami Dade College on August 24 of 2021, and an on-campus testing site available throughout the
2021 fall semester. This chapter pushed a vigorous campaign to promote vaccination and testing
through social media platforms, flyers posted throughout campus, and various signs leading students
to the vaccination and testing sites. Thanks to this overall strategy of zealous promotion, our chapter
coordinated a vast amount of vaccinations provided to the campus community and the community at
large. This initiative will nurture a team-building atmosphere as we utilize various volunteers,
promote collaboration, and build leadership skills through the numerous activities performed.
Further, it manifests this chapter's commitment to its home campus by the effort made to beautify and
keep the campus safe and suitable for those who populate it.

Have you applied for the fall
PTK Scholarships yet?
Fall Programs:
All-USA, New Century, Coca-Cola Academic Team, Guistwhite,
Hites, Oberndorf, TEK, Workforce Development,
& GEICO Scholarships
Scholarship Deadline: December 1, 2021, at 5pm CT
Go to PTK.org and click on scholarships for more information.

Is YOUR chapter on pace to be a

5 STAR CHAPTER?

Current Standings for Florida Region
Two Star Chapters
Alpha Epsilon upsilon

Alpha Gamma Theta

Beta Tau Zeta

Eta Nu

Beta omicron Iota

Mu Rho

Pi Gamma

Three Star Chapters

Alpha Beta Beta
Chi Nu

Beta Pi Theta

Mu Epsilon

Pi Lambda

Beta Upsilon Upsilon
Upsilon eta

Xi Pi

Four Star Chapters
Beta Kappa Iota

Beta Phi epsilon

Kappa Nu

How do you get to FIVE STARS?
One Star
Recognizing Academic Excellence and Building Chapter Foundations
Two Star
Organizing Chapter Leadership and Engaging Members
Three Star
Getting Involved at the Regional Level

Four Star
Developing a College Project and Building Administrative Support
Five Star
Developing an Honors in Action Project and Getting Involved on the International Level

Check with your chapter President, Advisor,
AND ptk.org for more details on how to get to 5 Stars!
THIS TERM’S DEADLINE FOR FINAL REPORTING IS JANUARY 21, 2022.

Beta Pi Theta from Miami Dade College Hialeah Campus
Miami Dade College’s Hialeah Campus chapter Beta Pi Theta had the honor of hosting the
2021 Florida Regional Mini Honors Institute. The event was virtual due to the pandemic, but it was
still insightful and exciting. Friday evening, campus president Dr. Anthony Cruz opened the event
and welcomed everyone. Phi Theta Kappa’s Associate Vice President Susan Edwards highlighted the
purpose of Honors in Action and the process itself. To end the evening, Connie LaMarka-Frankel, the
Florida Regional Coordinator, gave us vital information on topics such as PTK edge, 5-star chapter
development, and college project, and Honors in Action. Faculty Scholar representatives from the
region provided a summary of the Honors Institute 2021 event.
Day 2 began when Dr. Ploetz, the Hialeah Campus Dean of Faculty, gave everyone a warm
welcome. Our first panel discussion took place where our guest speakers were: Ms. Sandra Lafleur,
Ms. Maryan Firpo, and Mr. Victor Garnica. The main topics discussed in this panel were based on
promoting greatness within humanity, engaging in your voting rights, and being a changemaker to
revolutionize this world. As with the PTK International Honors Institute, participants were into four
discussion sessions, where one facilitator guided the conversations, and the rest of the members were
able to reflect and discuss what they learned. Session two highlighted Dr. Tania Diaz who is a
licensed psychologist, and she was able to give everyone insight on Mental Health during the
Pandemic. Dr. Diaz touched base on how mental health illnesses have increased due to the pandemic
causing more stress and anxiety in people and what we can do to help. After her speech, we went into
the second breakout session. After the
lunch break, our third session was an
interview with Dr. Veronica Matthews,
where Nelson Rubio, Beta Pi Theta’s Co
-Vice President was the interviewer.
This topic was based on how art should
be incorporated more in main school
curriculums because it can help students
be inspired and creative, and Dr.
Matthews highlighted the work she does
with often marginalized groups through
Shakespeare. The audience was able to
ask questions after each session. Finally,
Anthony Cornett from Xi Pi gave an
insightful session on the Honors in
Action project. He gave everyone tips
on how to start writing the research
portion and how to succeed. Some tips
were: being organized throughout the
whole process, be your own chapter, and
make it intuitive yet fun.

Kappa Nu from College of Central Florida
This quarter, Kappa Nu has focused on outreach. Being
that this is the first semester back fully on campus, we really
wanted to focus on getting more people involved again. Our
first step was really building interest in the society. Our school
not only hosted a Club Rush but also a College and Career
Night. This allowed us to set up a table and answer any
questions that people had. While this can sometimes be difficult
because we are invitation only, but we pride ourselves in talking
up the high points of our club and garnering enough interest that
many people wait for the letters. College and Career Night
allows us to talk to students that are either duel enrolled or
getting ready to head into college. This serves the same purpose of piquing interest and getting
students to pay attention.
Another component of our outreach efforts has been developing our College Project. This
semester, we are partnering with the professor who runs our school’s Food Pantry to raise some
money and create some hurricane preparedness packs. Many students who are new to living on their
own or new to the state are not prepared for major storms that Florida often gets this time of year.
Kappa Nu has been working hard to find volunteers to help get the bags together and to help hand
them out when the time comes. So far, we have a few students involved and are expecting more once
we nail down some of the finer details.

Finally, when it comes to our biweekly meetings, we decided to start including zoom. We
know that many students are not comfortable being in public yet, so we wanted to make sure to keep
that in mind when we started meetings up again. By doing this, we were able to see a slight upwards
tick in our attendance to that is something we will be continuing into the future, even post-COVID.
Other things we do is recording the
meetings for members to go back
and watch at their convenience, as
well as post the meeting minutes
for members to refer to for
important dates and links.

Sigma Mu Chapter, Northwest Florida State College, Niceville (Main) Campus
One of Sigma Mu’s main goals is to serve our local community; therefore, we were tasked
with finding and developing a service project for the 2020 spring semester. Luckily, our beautiful
white sand beaches in the Emerald Coast provided the perfect venue for our chapter’s spring service
project. In addition to this, the open environment of the beach allowed for many Phi Theta Kappa
members to join the beach cleanup while still keeping COVID-19 protocols.
Once we had decided that we were going to host a beach cleanup, all that was left to do was
plan. However, this posed no problem to us: a location was picked, a date and time were chosen,
flyers were created and distributed, sign-up sheets were emailed, and a supply list was made. In no
time, we had an organized event. During the event, all participants were provided gloves and a trash
bag. To the suggestion of our chapter advisor, we split up into groups in order to optimize our
efficiency. After a couple of hours, we completed our task and concluded the event.
Overall, this beach cleanup was a success. We had a great response from our members and
were able to achieve our goal of serving our community. To our surprise, this project allowed PTK to
interact with community members and educate them on who we are as an organization since many
beachgoers asked us who we were and what we were doing. This event also permitted us to
collaborate with other Phi Theta Kappa chapters (specifically the PTK chapters of Daytona State
College and Hillsborough Community College) by holding concurrent beach cleanups at our
respective beaches. Lastly, this event proved to be a great bonding experience for the members of our
group. It allowed many of us to socialize amongst ourselves after a tough year that COVID brought
upon us. Hopefully, our chapter will be able to hold similar events in the future

Have you earned your Edge pins yet?

getanedge.ptk.org

Upsilon Eta Chapter, Florida State College at Jacksonville, Kent Campus
By: Clare Thomas
On July 21, 2021. Florida State College at Jacksonville’s Upsilon Eta Chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa had the opportunity to present at the Honors Program Summer Orientation in-person event.
Chapter President, Clare Thomas, and Chapter Vice President of Service, Lolita Miller proudly
represented Phi Theta Kappa as they were able to discuss topics relating to the prestigious honor
society. The officers discussed eligibility requirements, transfer success and scholarships, recognition
and graduation regalia, and PTK EDGE programs that would be perfect for their individual needs. In
addition, attendants were informed about PTK’s two-fold mission and opportunities to grow in
leadership in officer and active member opportunities, service participation within the school and the
community, and fellowship amongst peers. The officers had the chance to share personal anecdotes
regarding the impact Phi Theta Kappa has had on their lives. The group was both moved and inspired
by Vice President of Service Lolita Miller’s personal story of triumph. From becoming a teenage
mother who fought to finish high school, to working hard to graduate with her Associate’s degree,
where she donned the gold PTK tassel and stole, no obstacle was too great. She continued to
motivate the group of 40 attendants as she shared her next feat, the Bachelor’s program for Health
and Human Services at FSCJ. Following the presentation, there was a question-and-answer
opportunity where the officers fielded a variety of questions. Attendants of the Honors Program
Summer Orientation were students entering their senior year in high school, recent high school
graduates, as well as adults returning to college. Honors Program requirements of a minimum course
load of 12 credit hours in addition to a minimum GPA requirement will make these future students
eligible to join Phi Theta Kappa after their first successful semester. Upsilon Eta looks forward to
welcoming these bright and motivated students to the chapter in the future.

Xi Pi Chapter, Polk State College, Winter Haven Campus
On August 9th, Polk State College’s Xi Pi chapter held a
“What is Honors in Action and College Project” event that was
attended by members of Xi Pi and members from two Valencia
College chapters. In past years, the chapters from Valencia College
and Xi Pi have conducted officer training together in person.
However, due to Covid restrictions, this year’s training was carried
out digitally over Zoom. The event had a great turn out with 12
members and two advisors attending, from all three chapters.
This leadership training event was necessary as both Xi Pi
and the Valencia chapters contain many new officers, some of whom were not able to attend Mini
Honors. Thus, we reached out to the chapters at Valencia and invited them to join us in our training
session to better promote inter-chapter unity. Many of these new leaders, having joined during the
pandemic, did not know what Honors in Action and College Project even were, let alone the
importance of these projects to Phi Theta Kappa headquarters and being paramount to a chapter’s
success. These projects also allow for chapters to aid their communities and assist their college
administration. We also discussed the importance of completing Research Edge before beginning the
process of Honors in Action planning. During the event, we opened the floor for questions, allowing
chapter members to ask their most pressing questions and gain a better understanding of what their
roles were in Honors in Action and College Projects.
The event not only gave the members from each chapter a better understanding about what
Honors in Action and its theme, To the Seventh Generation, are but it also allowed chapter members
to mingle with one another, a rare event in the new Covid reality. Due to Covid restricting travel, Xi
Pi endeavors to continue to invite the chapters from Valencia College to our training sessions to
further promote the fellowship we have created.

The Athenian is the official newsletter for the Florida Region of Phi
Theta Kappa. Its purpose is to facilitate the exchange of ideas and
practices among the chapters in the region. Your Communication
Chapter is Kappa Nu.

EDITORIAL POLICY
CHAPTER MEMBERS
Chapters may submit articles between 300 – 400 words. The article MUST focus on one activity,
project, or idea. No “grocery lists” of chapter activities will be accepted. No works of fiction will be
published. Articles will be edited for grammar, mechanics and excessive length. Submit all articles to
ptk@cf.edu with the subject heading ATHENIAN.

FORMAT FOR SUBMISSIONS
Articles should be submitted electronically in MSWord or rtf formats. Photos can be sent as separate
files. Jpeg is preferred.
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Feb. 1st

Feb. 15th

PLEASE NOTE: Articles which do not follow the above guidelines
will not be published nor receive credit for submission.

SUBMISSION FOR CONSIDERATION
FOR REGIONAL HALLMARK AWARDS
To be eligible to receive a regional hallmark award and accompanying scholarship to International
Honors Institute, a chapter must submit articles to two different issues of The Athenian.
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